given. This disproves an old conjecture of Erdiis [7] . In the second part we deal with several generalizations of Kneser's conjecture. 0 1986 Academic Press, Inc.
INTRODUCTION AND EXAMPLE
Let X be an n-element set. For notational simplicity we suppose X= ( 1, 2,..., n}. The family of k-element subsets of X is denoted by (c). A family of sets 9 is called intersecting if A n B # a holds for all A, BE 9.
For n 3 2k the vertex-set of the Kneser graph K(n, k) is (f) and two vertices A, BE (t) are connected by an edge if A n B = 0. Let 9$ = {AE(f):min A=i} for i= 1,2,..., n-2k+ 1 and gO= (AE(~): AC {n -2k + 2,..., n} >. Each K is intersecting so this partition of (c) shows that the chromatic number of the Kneser graph satisfies X(K(n, k)) < n -2k + 2. Kneser [22] conjectured and Lovasz [23] proved that here equality holds. Barany [ 1 J gave a simple proof. Erdijs [7] suggested the investigation of the cardinality of colour classes of Kneser graphs, i.e., the cardinality of intersecting families of k-sets, especially the case of two intersecting families.
Let ft(n, k) denote max ( 1 U l~i~r ~1: EC (t), 6 is intersecting). 270
Lovasz's theorem says that f,(n, k) < (z) for t < n -2k + 1. Erdos conjectured that (1) for all n 2 2k + t -1. Equation (1) holds for t = 1, for all n > 2k, as was proved by Erdos, Ko, and Rado [S] . For t > 2 this conjecture turned out to be wrong for n = 2k + t -1 as pointed out by Hilton [19] for k = 3 and the second author [ 141 for all k. However, Erdos [6] proved that (1) holds for n large enough. Example 1 shows that (1) can hold only for n>2k+t+JSf. Knowing Hilton's example Erdos [7] made a weaker conjecture f2(n, k) < (;I :) + (;I:) + (i-i).
Again Example 1 shows that for n=2k+o ($) we have f2(n, k) > x1 G i,c t (;I:) for any fixed t, if k is large enough.
EXAMPLES. Let n=2k+2v, v<k and X=X,uX,,
Obviously, e is intersecting. Then
(;2)(,;y-&y(;2))4;) (1 -(v+ 1)Jnl(n-w~/2)3
Here we used the Stirling formula (see, e.g., [25 J ) which yields (,;,) -2"/,/m. Here we have 1% uF4 > 0
Now using the equality (see [25] ) ( CX:y),2)~ (*y2) exp( -t2/x) we obtain that (3) FRANKLANDFtiEDI if t < log(k/u2). (Some hints can be found in the end of Section 4.) For t = 2, more careful calculation shows that for every fixed c > 0 and for n=2k+c& we have pQJ9y >(l+h(c)) ((;-:)+(z))~ (4) where h(c) > 0 if k > k,(c). Thus (1) cannot hold for n -t -2k = O(A).
RESULTS FOR Two INTERSECTING FAMILIES
We prove that the Erdos conjecture is essentially true for n = 2k + O(A).
(Here ai = SZ(bi) means that bi/ai + 0 whenever i --) CO.) THEOREM 1. Ifn=2k+c& where c > 0, and Fl, g2 are intersecting families of k-subsets of an n-element set then 1 FI v F2 ( < ( 1+ c -4, UK :) + (;I:))* The proof of this theorem and the proof of all the and 3 are postponed to the last sections of the paper. then there exists an r-subset R of X such that 9 = (FE (f): R c F). The first author [ 111 determined the value of n,(k, r) = (r + 1 )(k -r + 1) for r > 15 and recently Wilson [27] proved that this holds for all r. Here for n > nO(k, rl) + no(k, r2) equality holds only if there exist two subsets RI, R2 c X, 1 Ri I= ri, RI A R2 = 0 such that 6~ {FE ( :)I Ri c F}.
We say 9 c (t) is Z-wise intersecting if FI n . * * n Fl # 0 holds for all F 1,..., F[E~.
The first author [lo] proved that ) 9) < (1-i) holds for n 2 [kZ/(Z -1 )] = n 1 (k, I). Moreover, for n > n 1 equality implies n 9 # 0. We say that the matching-number of 9 c (c) is t if 9 does not contain t + 1 pairwise disjoint (but contains t such) members. The above-mentioned Erdijs theorem [6] says that 19 I < C1 di6, (;I:) whenever n 2 n,(k, t). Moreover equality holds iff there exists a t-subset T such that 9 = (FE ( f): F n T # a}. Bollobas, Daykin, and Erdos [ 2) proved n,(k, t) < 2k3t. 
GENERALIZATIONS OF KNESER'S CONJECTURE
Theorem 5 is a small step forward verifying the following conjecture of Erdiis [ 301 (also see Gyarfas [ 171): CONJECTURE 1. Let S$ u *a* u TX = (c) such that 6 does not contain more than t pairwise disjoint k-subsets (1~ i < x). Then n < (x -1) t + (tk + k -1).
This conjecture, if it is true, generalizes Lovasz' theorem which is the special case t = 1. Let X(K,(n, k)) be the minimum value of x for which such a partition exists. (Here K,(n, k) means a (t + 1 )-uniform hypergraph S with vertex-set (f), and a collection (F, ,..., F,, 1 ) E X iff IF11 = -.+ = lF,+,\=kand FinFi=@forall l<i<jdt+l.) Gyarfas [ 171 observed x < 1 + (n -tk -k + 1 )/t: Let S$ = {FE (i):
for l<i,<x--1 and F0=9--uS$. Then I u So I < tk + k -1, hence each S$ contains at most t pairwise disjoint members. (1) k=2, (2) k=3,n<5t-2.
Case (1) follows from a theorem of Cockayne and Lorimer [ 51. THEOREM 7. x( K,(n, k)) 2 (n/t) -ck, where ck depends only on k. (c, < k4).
Theorems 6 and 7 indicate that Erdiis' conjecture is very probably true. Examples analogous to Example 1, show that to give a purely combinatorial proof is unlikely.
Let n 2 k 2 r be positive integers. Let us denote by T(n, k, r) the minimum size of a family 9 c (r) such that every k-subset of X has an r-subset that belongs to F.
Define a graph K(n, k, r) with vertex-set (f). Two vertices A, BE (f) are connected by an edge iff ( A n B 1 < r. (For r = 1 we get the usual Kneser graph. ) CONJECTURE 2. [13] . For r 2 2 X(K(n, k, r)) = T(n, k, r) holds for n > n,(k, r).
This conjecture was proved in [ 131 for r = 2. Here we prove Conjecture 2 in a weaker form, as it was mentioned in [ 131: THEOREM 8 . Let k and r be fixed. Then
An interesting extension of Kneser's conjecture was raised by Stahl [25] . Define for each graph 99 and for each natural number 1 the l-chromatic number ~~(9) as the minimal number of colours needed to give each vertex of Y 1 colours such that no colour occurs at two adjacent vertices. Otherwise stated, xl(%) is the minimal number of independent subsets of the vertex-set of 9 such that each vertex occurs in at least 1 of them. CONJECTURE 3. [25] . X[(K(n, k)) = rl/kl(n -2k) + 21.
Stahl [26] proved his conjecture using Lovasz's theorem for 1 < 1 f k and also that the right-hand side is always an upper bound for XI (K(n, k) 
Proof
The first two statements were proved in several places, e.g., in [S] and the third one, which is also easy, in [14] . 1
We call the intersecting family left (right) stable if FE 9, jE F, i $ F implies F-(j} u (i} E 9 for all 1 < i < j < n (for all 1 <j < i < n). LEMMA 2. Let 9 c (i) be a left stable intersecting family, I XJ = n > 2k. Denote by F0 = {FEN: 14 I;). Then 9$ is 2Gntersecting, i.e., I Fn FI 2 2 holds for every F, F E 9$.
Suppose for contradiction that there exist F and F such that l$FuF ' and FnF'=(x}. Then F"=F'-{x}u{l)EF, F"nF=@ contradicting the intersecting property of F. f We have
In the estimations (8) and (10) Katona [21] proved the following If X is a family of r-sets and I Fn F I 3 t holds for all F, FEX then I A,%'( 2 IXj(2r7r)/(2r;r) holds for r-t<Z<r.
The set-system J& is 2-intersecting, by Lemma 2, hence ~~26 = ([2,n-11-A: AEsz&} is an (n -k -2)-uniform (n -2k)-intersecting system. Using (11) we have IfAE&~andl<x#Athen(A-(n}u(x))E&O.
This yields 
Finally, we have 1~~2~1 <(:I;)-Idk--ldGl hence using (12) and (13) -I&l
Here the coefficient of I do I is less than 0 if n > +(3 + 3) k. Similarly, we get I al < (3, or n E ( n 99), yielding Theorem 2. 1
Remark. We proved that if AI is left-stable then I d -X I < ($1 f) holds for n > n,(k). This statement does not hold for n < i 
The following lemma is analogous to Lemma 3, but is in a weaker form.
LEMMA 6. Let 9= c ( f) be a left-stable family having one of the properties P defined in (14)- (16), and let n,(k) be the threshold function for this property (i.e., n,(k) is one of n,(k, r), n,(k, 1) and n,(k, t)). Then the family FO = (Fn Cl, n,(k)]: FEY} has property P, as well.
The proof is easy. We have to use only that n,(k, r) 2 2k -r, n,(k, 1) > lk/(l-l), n,(k, t) > tk. We present only the proof of (14) . Suppose for contradiction ( Fn F' n [ 1,2k -r] ( < r and F, F E 9 are such that ( F n F( is minimal. Now we may choose an element i (1~ i < 2k -r), i&FuF', andj>2k-r,jEFnF'. Then F-{j)u{i)=F"~Y. However
)FnF"n[1,2k-r]l cr and )FnF") <IFnF'j, a contradiction. 
To each A E 4 there are at most (1;"_2:) FE P1 satisfying Fn X, = A. Hence we get
In the estimations (19) and (20) [20] in a more exact form.) Here we state it in a slightly stronger form, which was proved by Bollobas, Daykin and Erdiis [2] . LEMMA 7 [2] . Let P c (:) and suppose that 9 contains at most t pairwise disjoint members. Then either (a) there exists an element x E X such that 9( lx) = def{F~ 9: x q! F) contains at most (t -1) pairwise disjoint members (i.e., 9(-1x) = @ for t = 1, in this case). Or (b) 191 <r2t2(::i).
Call the element x E X extremal for 9 if the maximum number of disjoint edges in F( lx) is less than in 9, i.e., t(F) > t(F( lx)). Now we are ready to prove Theorem 6. Suppose F1 u F2 u * * * u FX = (t) and t(z) < t. Let 9: =&A?=X, e=@forl<i<X.Ifwedefinethe systems {SS>, ( Y;>, A'" (1 ,< i < x) and there exists an FJy having an extremal point x then set Fg + ' = 9;( 1 x) for all 1 < i < x, and t(PT+l ) < t(Fy). Continue this procedure till there exists no extremal point. Suppose that our procedure stops after the sth step. We have t(9f) + 1 Y; 1 < t. Let 9S,, 9Tz,..., 9iU be those families which satisfy t(Ff) > 0, let tj = t(Ft) (1 6 j< u), I X" ( = m. By Lemma 7 each family 9; contains less than k2tj(T:z) members. Hence we get Comparing the two extreme sides yields 
